


• Hacks are particularly detrimental for exchanges

• Security is a barrier during customer on boarding

The Problem



Exchange Hacks are Expensive



Why Do Crypto Exchange Hacks 
Occur?

• Exchanges lack  security standardization

• Vast amounts of funds in circulation

• Crypto is more valuable than data



Dwell Time is Ludicrous

Dwell time: The amount of time it takes to detect and response to 

a hack. Source: FireEye

https://privacy.net/cybersecurity-statistics/


How Can We Leverage this?



Why the Cyber Kill Chain Matters



The Goal of Project: HACKSTOP

• Improve overall security posture of crypto exchanges via hardcore 
managed cyber sec. The service will run 24x7 and be powered by AI and 
backed up by 1,000 cyber warriors.

• Provide crypto exchanges the opportunity to generate trust through 
security. 

• Secure Users Wallets



The Exchange Solution



The Wallet Solution



Included Additional Benefits

• Threat Intelligence: We sift through 100tb/day of data to bring 
you no nonsense solution to zero day vulnerabilities

• Vulnerability Management Platform: Consistent scanning of 
assets

• Response Orchestration: Breach support



Devices in Scope- Basically Everything



Technology Stack



Main Take Away

• AI does 90% of the heavy lifting. Our Cyber warriors are responsible for 
the final mile.

• Service has been running for 2.5 years in traditional industries pulling 
data from large companies making our AI smarter. Customers include: 
PayTM, Noor Bank, Saudi Investment Bank.



Service Level Agreements



Why Secure a Users Device?

• Centralized exchanges host a customers wallet, the keys to 
castle lie within the users device(s). 

• Dex’s rely on the user to handle their own security.

• Offering security to these devices can vastly reduce potential 
threats as well as losses. 



Marketing Effect

• Differentiate your exchange with a new USP

• Exchanges can build trust through security

• Following banner can be used on partner exchange website/app



Testimonials

Project: HACKSTOP is a new approach to the security concept for Exchanges. Through AI and 1000 security experts 
available 24/7 worldwide, the security of existing exchanges is significantly increased around the clock and hacker 
damages will be minimized. 

Urs Schwinger CIO/CTO 

By their nature, cryptocurrency exchanges are likely the single-most targeted and profitable systems on the internet. 
Attackers can and have stolen tens of millions from these exchanges. They are by definition high profile and exposed, 
and unlike other businesses where cyber losses are mostly reputational, exchanges suffer enormous direct losses. It’s 
like a bank robbery but without the insurance. Cutting edge security is of the essence, logical, and maybe even a 
competitive advantage with more and more exchanges competing. 

Greg Van Der Gaast - CISO

Being a security researcher, I can say the project 'Hack-Stop' is a sword and sheid for an organization. This can be 
a wall of defense protecting against advanced emerging threats in the Cryptocurrency Exchange platforms with 
its integrated AI solution. Not only playing a defensive role, I see its full potential by responding to the incident 
occurred.
Hari Charan Senior Security Researcher

https://www.linkedin.com/in/urs-malta/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/gregvandergaast/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/haricharan163/


Thank You

jma@kralanx.com


